
From: Gary S Gevisser <gevisser.gary@gmail.com>
Subject: De Beers corrupting our minds or God using De Beers? - Re: Your Mr McTrust

Date: July 4, 2011 6:13:39 PM PDT
9 Attachments, 914 KB

Prior broadcast - CLICK HERE

I have to now get started on writing the appeal on my $4 million DEATH PENALTY sentence and tomorrow is the drop-dead date; 
moreover, assuming the Internet is down and/or I cannot use one of the electronic services, could I count on you to fly to Dallas 
Texas and submit it on my behalf to the Appeals Court Panel?

I have taken your mindful-caring suggestions first deep into my soul which should sustain me at least for the next 5 hours while 
Marie is at her fine art painting class with Sebastian Capella; and perhaps you could do more work on that "summation" bearing 
in mind this is where I want it to be:

From: Gary S Gevisser <gary@2facetruth.com>
Date: July 3, 2011 10:19:37 PM PDT
To: "Terry Samples - retired US Air Force Fighter Pilot - Chief webmaster for 2facetruth.com" <coo@afrngroup.com>
Cc: REST; Devin Standard - eldest son of former President of New York State Bar Kenneth Standard." 
<devinstandard@yahoo.com>, "Matthew Margo Esq. - Senior attorney for CBS - Matthew's father Judge Cecil Margo was 
tasked by Ben Gurion during Israel's War of Independence [Nov. 1947 - Jan. 1949] where South African Commander 
Margo played a pivotal role and overseen every step of the way by devout Christian Jan Smuts to develop the \"blueprint\" 
for what is today the brutally strong Israel Air Force" <matthewmargo@aol.com>
Subject: Fwd: Who is Putin bowing to?

OPPENHeimer controls the diamonds that control the drilling so therefore all the mineral resources and the machinery of 
war and therefore the governments around the world; and whoever grabs the land steals the water owns the banks and 
then go on to the bankers manifesto.

that's your one and half paragraphs with the most picture perfect photo 

ive taken a snapshot of De Beers wikipedia so should everyone. [CLICK HERE]

Begin forwarded message:

From: Gg <gary@2facetruth.com>
Date: July 3, 2011 10:01:49 PM PDT
To: "Terry Samples - retired US Air Force Fighter Pilot - Chief webmaster for 2facetruth.com" <coo@afrngroup.com>
Cc: REST; Matthew Margo Esq. - Senior attorney for CBS - Matthew's father Judge Cecil Margo was tasked by Ben Gurion 
during Israel's War of Independence [Nov. 1947 - Jan. 1949] where South African Commander Margo played a pivotal role 
and overseen every step of the way by devout Christian Jan Smuts to develop the blueprint for what is today the brutally 
strong Israel Air Force" <matthewmargo@aol.com>, "Devin Standard - eldest son of former President of New York State 
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Bar Kenneth Standard." <devinstandard@yahoo.com>
Subject: Who is Putin bowing to?

Give brief explanation of Oppenheimer and his gold connection and in god we trust money

Sent from my iPhone

Not to mention, I first thought I would begin my Appeal with the following:

To be or not to be. 

This morning, 119th anniversary of the Bankers Manifesto that began the extermination of the family farmer taking care of 
their families and local communities, I was awoken by [a] single stray bee who reminded me of this 2009 documentary 
Colony that my French-Canadian wife and I watched the other evening that deals with the loss of some one third of all the 
beehives in the United States in a very short space of time, and these beehive keepers who are at the bottom of the food 
chain amongst the farmers, who all use chemical pesticides that donʼt appear to be stopping at killing just the bugs that eat 
the plant life which God puts there to remind us to eat fresh everything but meat that the flies cannot get enough of the sh1t 
of meat excrement even before it leaves the tail section of our poisoned animal body parts food before we execute them, 
as the evidence mounts it may be affecting the DNA of the honeybees who are critical to the pollination of the flowers of 
nuts like almonds which are huge in California where it is almost impossible to find organic almonds, and the mostly fat 
TALKATIVE cell honeybee keepers may have missed the whole point of God targeting them first at the very bottom of the 
socio-economic totem pole to be more aware that it is not only their "Poverty of Thought" thinking that is not "helped" by 
them all going broke without anyone in the lardy dah scientific community with their genius thinkers not about to give them  
much if any handout as the less bess to pollinate could have them designing new pesticides that wouldn't prevent 
mechanical engineers from coming up with a robotic bee that does not lose its abdomen when poising humans on the CIA 
hit list.

The conversations are all about the huge amount of IN MONEY WE TRUST money that is needed to do the research of 
the dead bees to see if they are carrying any of the pathogens from the pesticides. 

One solution I thought of was to simply ask honeybee keepers who use their bees to pollinate EXCLUSIVELY organic farms 
if they are experiencing the same death rate, or less and if it is more, then I will also consider going back to meat eating 
and do my best to feel a whole lot less healthier and fitter than I have been my entire life as a result of eating smart foods.

Not to mention if the organic farms in the study are close to non-organic farms to hire an out of work elementary school kid 
no less than 2 years away from entering high school to plot a graph showing if there is any correlation with the data coming 
from organic farms not close to non-organic farms.

When the bee left the cliff house
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without stinging either me or my F-C wife I then took Mango to do his wee. On the longer than usual initial walk I picked up 
two rather [large] firecracker remnants. You see the JADE FLOWERS on the left and the much thicker phallic looking 
PURPLE RAIN on the right, and behind them are the orange peel I picked up that I had left from yesterdays last heavy 
duty run on the beach which had lots of onlookers mesmerized as Mango galloped through the retreating waters and the 
salt water spray adding to the dazzlement.

Right now Mango is resting very snuggly to my left as I face my Macbook Pro looking out over the ocean where I would 
much prefer to be other than I could think of worse places such as Budapest's Terror House's padded cell



during the Nazi-Soviet era which had the full support of the US Government.

Not to mention, how I come about to have my vast knowledge of modern day History, Economics, Military & Politics 
[HEMP] is in great part the result of my very "close to her chest" 

very good figure British-English mother Zena Badash-Ash Gevisser who when writing in her September 25, 2001 memoirs, 
LIFE STORY OF ZENA that was first published via email, that" she made up her mind that they [her 4 children] must 
be trained to live outside of the country and sadly the land of their birth [South Africa] - CLICK HERE - she was not 
talking about her, rather than my Allied Fighter-Bomber-Pilot Bernie being the one training them, starting with me the 
youngest, on Harvard trainer aircraft
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like the one my dad trained on in South Africa, before moving on to British made Spitfires and American Kittyhawk fighter-
bombers on which he flew all his 71 miraculous missions dive-bombing the crap out of the Nazi-De Beers bastards during 
WW II, when giving me one of my very first toys a plastic glider 

that you see my mom and I with sitting on the perfectly lawned green grass of my future Christian prep school, Highbury



that I was so proud of that on December 3, 1967

when leaving on a trip to England, Europe and Israel

I wore my Highbury tie; and no surprise it is my mother's handwriting on the colored Polaroid photo, Gary "In Training" 
Jan' 68.

Ps - Michael, could you and anyone else interested please go through the very easy reading 47 page transcript - CLICK HERE -  
from the January 21, 2011 hearing/trial, and let me know what you think. 

Furthermore, assuming there is further interest to look at the 8 page transcript of the June 30, 2010 hearing - CLICK HERE. 
Cutting and pasting, beginning page 6, line 8:

Judge Lowy: I'm going to put this on the record for what it's worth. I've reviewed the Original Petition. I have also 
attempted to review some of what Mr. Gevisser has presented to the Court in terms of his rather bizarre e-mails. And, 
clearly, he is a colorful character. However, you may know what your lawsuit is about. Mr. Gevisser may know what your 
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lawsuit is about. But from reading your pleadings, I don't know what your lawsuit is about. And so it's going to be difficult for 
me to lean very heavily on him if he doesn't give you very good responses to your requests. Because to the extent you are 
asking him what his contentions and defenses are, you know, if it was me, I would have to say "defenses to what."

LOEWINSOHN [CIA Knuff's Texas lawyer]: And, Your Honor, I appreciate that. I do want you to know that there is some 
sensitivity --

Judge Lowy: Bailiff, would you make three copies of this, please.

LOEWINSOHN: I do want you to know that there is some sensitivity with respect to this
case because, as the pleadings reflect, this case involves false accusations that have been made about -- very serious 
accusations that have been made about my client. And we have been very concerned about -- not for purposes of, as that 
term is used in libel law, republication, but we have been very concerned about perpetuating--I will say it that way--the 
nature of the false statements.

And, obviously, there is a remedy within the rules. There are a number of remedies within the rules for more specificity on 
the part of the defendant in a situation such as this; for example, interrogatories that are not normally of a public nature.

So I appreciate where the Court is coming from. And obviously at some point, depending upon how this case plays out, 
more specificity will need to be presented to you. But I at least wanted you to understand we were not oblivious to your 
point and your concern.

Judge Lowy: Well, and I sort of thought that that's what was going on, and it wasn't really intended as a criticism. It's just if 
the next step is that he doesn't give you any responses and you want me to sanction him --

LOEWINSOHN: Depending upon whether he makes a good faith attempt, I understand your point, Your Honor.

Judge Lowy: So that's all I wanted to bring up,

LOEWINSOHN: Right.

Judge Lowy: You may remember this better than I do. Did I not talk to him when he appeared telephonically about getting 
a lawyer? 

LOEWINSOHN: You not only told him that, but you told him that he had waived any special appearance. But you 
admonished him several times that he needed to get a lawyer.

MS. SLOVAK [colleague of Loewinsohn?]: Right.

Judge Lowy: That's what I thought. All right. We will be adjourned on this matter.

[Word count 1,913]

On Jul 4, 2011, at 6:53 AM, Michael Awerbuch wrote:

Hi Gary

That's quite a mouth-full.

To critique such a sincere writing, would be to take away the essence of the piece.

There is so much sociological, economic, political and psychological depth in the writing
that if one is over the age of 50, its almost too chaotic to remember the preceding concept
from the next.

What I would really like to see, and what would keep one from straying beyond your very
eloquent style, would be a summation of what you intend to prove.

ie
In this piece, I intend to show how DeBeers through all its corruption
has managed to...blah blah blah
This way one would have a focus when reading the body of the writing,



and the interest would be kept because the desire to understand the concept
would be linear.

Michael

On Mon, Jul 4, 2011 at 12:32 AM, Gary S Gevisser <gevisser.gary@gmail.com> wrote:
You may not have received yet my last broadcast  - IN MONEY WE TRUST ...---...
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